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Researchers in commupic4tion and psychology have''been

t
concerned for over four 'decades with the nature and' effects of

speech anxiety.s Early research (Gilkinson, 1942; Clevenger,

1959) concentrated on stage fright', a construct fOcused on the

anxiety associated with public.communication. Recently, this.

interest has encompassed communication contexts Other than
/

.public speaking. Reticence (Phillips,Y1968, 190),

iunwillingness to communicate (Birrgoon,h976), communication
, .

apprehension (McCroskey, 1970), shyness (Zimbardo, 1977), and

predispositions toward verbal behavior (Mortenseni Arntspn, and

LustY, 1977) are all similar constructs. These constructs

reflect communication researchers intense interest in this_area,

of inquiry, an area that has generated more research in the past

decade than almost any other.area pf research in the speech'.,

communication field (McCroskey, .198-1).

The construct of communication apprehension appears in the

majority of investigations about speechanxety. Communication

apprehension (CA) refers to the anxiety or fear an individual

associates with rear or anticipated oral communication. High

levels of*communiCation apprehension correlate with a number of

personal difficulties. Communication apprehension affects

occupational chOice and desirability (Daly S McCroskey, :975).

High communication apprehensives.are offerrd'fewer personnel

interviews more negatively the interviews in

which they do patti,Cigate (Dfily, Richmond, and Loth, 1979), and

are more likely to be disatisfied'. on 'the job' along the

dimension of stipnervision (ralOione, McCroskey, 6 Daly, 1977)



thin are low apprehensives.

Faye 2

High apprehensives rate lower in
, .

selt-Irepuits of self-esteem (McCroskey, Daly, Richmond; and

Falcione, 1977;,McCroskey, Daly, and Sorenson, 1976); are

evaluated lower in interpersonal attractiveness (McCroskey,

Daly, Ricmond, and Cox, 1975); are Perceived more negatively by

peers in credibility, attractivwness; and.degirability-at

potential opinion leaders (McCroskey and RichMond, 1976); and

are pexceived by the receiver as less effective communicators

(Freimuth, 197 McCroskey (1976) indicated that high

apprehensives w'11 have less influence on their peers regardless.
P.

of the qiiality'rif Aheif ideas; their nonverbAl behaviors guide

them to fewer interactions than their less anxious counterparts.

The inevitable inference sup-ported.by much of this, research

is that comm4unication apprehension is dygfunctionil. This

inference is clearest in the lit-eriture examining the

relationship between-communication apprehension and various

aspects of the sacademic experdence. In general, research in

this area has confirmed the supposition that high communication

.aprrehension is related to negative
. \

academic outcomes.. A
%

.,., i

relationship exists between coMmunicationiapprehension and (1).'

student attitudes toward education (Hurt & Preiss, '198;
.'.

,

McCroskey & Sheahan, 1978; Scott & WheeIess, ;1977); (21'

student evaluation in Oe classroom (McCroskey, 1977a)i. (3)

student preferences fU'VnetructionaI settings and method,w

(Sc:ott & Wheeless, 1977; Pearson & Yoder, 1980); teacher

expectations 4McCloskey& Daly, 1976;,Smythe & Powers 1978.);.

,/
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and(5) student academic achievement (McCroskey & Andersen,"

.:,i9.76A,LPOwers i-Smythe, 1980; Scqtt & Wheeles, 1977)'../ The

pic,ture'that emerges from these studies is primarily negative
;

and. seems ,to justify Me,CrpskWi,-(1977b)iclaim that highly

SpprehensAveastudents wflI be negatively impacted in their

academic
.

The validity of the.Personal Report of Communlcatn
4

Apprehen,sion (PRCA). has been demonstrated tw a nuizberpt
,/

researchers, and many of these studies were summarizedby

N. itMcCroskey c1978). While Parks (198:0),recently reintroduced the
4.,

issue of validity,McCroskey
A

.(1983) nullified his criticiszus.

E.ssentialI ague that the PRCA is not an appropriate'
A..,

operati.onalitzation or.the CA construct'as a generalized try,elof
I '

an. individual. Apparently, the PRCA is la geteTally Valid-

instrument.

Predictive validity, or criterion- related validity, has not
. ,

/

,been examinsei as often as other formis of val)dity. aiv-Studies

have shown that high oral c.ommunication apprehensives do engage 1.

in ies6 oral communication behiVior than do low oral

, -

communication apprehenSives (Wells & Lashbrao, 1970; Sorenson &

, *

MdCroskey, 1.977; HkmiIion,1972;Welne'r, 1973;.Penton:& FloO,

1976; Clogower, 1177-). Wells and Lashbxook (1.970) 'and Weiner

(1973) determined that .the comments of high communication

apprellensIves in'a small group setting are less relevant thien

are the comments of those with`low apprehension. Sorenson, &

McCroikey (1977) found that high communication apprehensives



.
exhibit more, tension ill a small group than d

mmA
u.

co liCation apprehension. Powers- (1977),d t mined that high

communi:cation-ipprehensives,used more rNeturical-interrogaIl-ves-.

Finally, Jablin_& SustMan (1978) found thSrt feWei original ideas
i

were .produced by,hilh.apprehensiVes than by low apprehensivas in

Page 4
a

hose with luvi.

the smalI,gr.oup setting>

PredictiVe vilidity,has focused on-interplirsonal

.communication' to.'a greater extenttellanon,public speaking, even

though the construct of CA originaTly had public speaking as its

jtarget,," 'While little has been done to determine the predictive

validity of the PRCA. in; the public spetking! p.ontext,. we would

expect that the instrument would demorptraie a relationship with

public speaking behaviors. This expectation is true especially

given te,argume'rits provided by McCroskey .(1983).concerning' the

\

cross- situational consistency of the instrument.
.

The purpose of this study:is to determine-the

criteri'on.-relatd validity of the PRCA in,he beginning public
4

4

Speaking course. Nunnally (1978), obyrves that.this,forM

validity is at Little iNhen.the.purpose o use ..an4ristrument

to estimate some impOrtant form of behayior that i,i-/eXternai (o

0
.theMetsuring instrmilentAtseIf, the latter being referred-to as

/
,

the criteridn" (p. 87) Th,(preOctive validity of the PRCA has

been studied in research aIreidy cited, and the small group.4 d
..2.

,

dyadic "contest studieS ao provide insight. However, Weagree.
k

.

with McCroskey'(1978). who writes _Considerably more
A

research concerning this,prOposition is needed (All/tt the oral

It
ri
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communication behav1iors of high communication aprehensives
___ _

differ from those with low communiCatiwvapprehension)".and we
'

might add that it is particularly relevant in the public
, .

speaking context.

METHOD

SUBJECTS

Onehundred-fift-sili oolrege_stddents, 96 men and 60 women,

'-at aCarge midwestern university, participated as the #ubjects.
.

in thick study. EaOh itude"nt was en,r/olled in beginning _public

NN11, speaking course.

PROCEDURE.

Administefing the PRCA and evaluating peers were routine

procedures in the basic pubLic.speaking class. Each class
- .

.incl'ud'ed 22 students with five speaking assignments. Normally

students compreted,-V* the Personal Report of Communication'

Apprehension (PRCA) on the first day of class and typically they

were assigned to e'slalUate the speaking of their classmates. For

purposes of this stUdy, each student was.randomly assigned to

evaluate the behavib,ral charactertstics of other speakers on 'a

standard evaluation form. In aLl.'cases, the fourth speech in

the course was Used as the object of. evaluation.

MEASURES'

The. PRCA is the most widely used instrument to measure

communication apprehension. 'After a decade of use, MoCrosleik

(1981) presented a new version of the instrument which allowt

researchers to tap apprehensioAn four separate contexts,

7
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These contexts include a groUp, a meeting, a dyad, and the
6

public 'setting,. Each context is repr,esented Wi,th six iteans
.

resulting .i a tetaI of 24 items; each item ie placed on a'

five-point Eikert scale. The reliabdiitand.va14:di.ty of the

original instrument have been widely'dafumeted and are

summarized by McCroske.y (1978)..

A survey of ie jdterature on comMunica.tiOn.apprehensfon and
*

. the 'verbal and ,nonverbal indicators of fear helped >o create an

evaluation form. A balance was attempted among the items to

examine extraneous verbalization, vocal characteristics and
4

qualities, eye contact, facial expression, and bodily movement.

The twenty -i=tem instrument is provided in .Table 1.

(INSERT TABLE 1 HERE.)

RESVLTS.

This study examines the evaluatians o4 the speeches of one

'hundred-fifty-six college students. Approximately 15 peers'
411.*

evaluated each'speech. Absenteeism", incomplete data; and other

discrepancies resulted in some speeches being evaluated by more
.

observers and somt speeches 4peing evaIu4vied by fewer observers.

The otential problem that these differences in'sampIe s'iz'e

could tause was solved by calcu i g the mean response to each

irld using those means in theof the twenty behavioral catego'ri

statistical analysis.

associated mean observations, one mean representing each of the

Thus, each afthe 156 speeches, hat twenty

twenty behaviors. The means and standard deviatioris for the

entire sample of 156 speeches are provided in Table 2. The
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-r 1 i-t y f o r-khe '-new-4Y-r-s ton of- the

(INSERT TABLE 2 HERE.)

,PRCA was calculated by Cronbach's coefficient alpha in ,the
,r1I

present investigation. and was found to be .81. Cronbach's

coefficient alpha resulted in a reliability of :75 for the

evaluation, instrument.

correlationcoelicients imong the'20 behavioral items and
Le

the four separate-cominunication contexts were used to show any

.significant relationships between tht 20 behavioral indices of

communication-apprehension and the PRCA. Significaht

correlations occurred on:7 of the behavioral measures. Table 3

provides these correlation coefficients with their related

significance levels.

(INSERT TABLE 3 HERE.)

DISCUSSION

This investigation offers support for the criterion- related

validity of the PRCA in thd public speaking context in the

beginning speech communication course.. When receilirs observe

persons with high communication apprehension, they appear to

observe behaviors which correlate with the speaker's own report

of his or her communication apprehension. Persons who report.

high levels of communication apprehension tend fo be. perceived

as speaking too softly, providing long pauses for no reason,

having .A shaking voice, apologizing for their message, not

responding to their audience when they speak, blushing, and

exhibiting trembling hands.
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In general, high Ammun-ication apprehensives are'%perceived

more negatively by peers: they are sten as less credible, less

..attractive, and less desirable as polenti.al opinion leaders

(McCroskey and Richmond, 1976'), and receivers perceive thee AS

lesi effective, communicators (Freimuth, 1976). Students who.

report ensue o

receive lower ev4luMtions in the classroom (McCroskey, 1917a).
/

This study suggests some of the behaviors Ikhic% comprise the

rationale for a lower evaluation. In addition, McCroskey (1976)

indicated that high apprehensives will have less influence on

their pee-rs, dui in large part to their nonverbal behaviors

which guide them to engage in fewer interactions than their less

anxious counterparts. This investigation suggests that some of

those nonverbal behaviors which are perceived by other

communicators such as a soft andshiking voice, long pauses for

no reason, and a lack of responsiveness may contribute to
4

reduced interaction. The behavioral correlates of communication

apprehension determined in this study add precision to---
previobsIy reported findings.

Those behaviors which receivers perceive in their

observations of high communication apprehens4ve Persons may be

divided into three sets of behaviors: those that indicate

-tension or nervousness eshaking voice, blushing, and trembling

hands), those that indicate a lack of. assertion (voice too soft

to be heard, long pauses for no reason, and apologizing for the

speech), and those that suggest excessive concern with self (a

10
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lack Of response to audience during the speech). Receivers do.

not report excessive volume, verbosity, or movement in their,

observations of high ,communication apprehensive speakers.

Instead, a lack of energy, enthusiasm, and dynaMisM appears to

research.

three'sets of behavior are consistent with previous
4 -

Nervousness has been suggested as one behavioral

sign of communication apprehension. .Sorenson & McCroskey '(1977)

found that high communication apprehensives exhibit more tension

in a small group than do those with low communication

apprehension. In the current in estigation, tension was

observed in the-behavioral signs of a shaking voice, blushing,

and trembling hands.

Persons .who report high communication appre nsion appear. to

be unassertive. .Pearso'n (1979) demonstrated that ttee

4;version of the PRCA included a -dimension that was common to a

dimension of unassertiveness. This dimension which she

identified as being apprehensive in interpersonal communication

settings included=h04-ng,ense in group discussions, nervous in

conversations, selfconscious in class, hesitant to date because

of shyness, the feeling of strained posture when cOmmunicating

and not enjoying initiating conversations. In this study,

behavioral cues such as voice too soft
a
to be heard, long pauses

for no reason, and. apologizing for the,speech proyide the

receiver with a rationale for concluding that the speak. is

unassertive.



Self-consciousness, o? excessive concern with self, has not
4

beendemonstrated. to be a behaVioral correlate oei:cieMmunication

a-pp:re-I-tension use-a-re-h..

frequently offeredantidole to Otte'feax oni,egperienees in

communi%ation settings is toocui on the other person'e -OT 'other.

people, in the siUtaltibm. Intuitively, then; the relatibhahip

between a lack res6onSiveness to the tudienceend-

communication apprehension might. be pred.i.ced.

?tior studies h'aVe established' the reliabiLityHand' the
.

validity. ofthe Personal Report of CommunieatkOn Apprehension.

ever, the predictivei\Lvalidity bf the' instruMent has been
.

relativeay.meglected thepUblic-speaking'eentext. This,

investicatibndemonsteates that Ape-PRtA doeS,hold ,predicT9

validity receiver's:.-perception Of:public' .speakers:- persons''

v.

who report: high level's of communication apprehenskon tend 4to..be
2., .

.

perceived as speaking too softly, 7Providing. long pauses for nb
'.1

*

.:. ,reason, havi.pg a:shaking voice, apologising for their message,:
,...., .

not reipondi to their audience when they speak, bltshiing, ard

exhibiting trembling hands.-The'reliance Upon .the\RCA in

communication research is not unwarranted,

12
4

r.
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TABLE 1

.EVALUATION FORM FOR SPEAKERS

Please indicate the degree to. which the speaker exhibited the

'kehaViors in his/her speech bi usingthe following scale: .(1)

never orra.yMost never.r (2°) occasional (3) somewhat frequently,

(4.) frequently, (5) always lor1 elmost-tlway4A

Use of filler words- - "um," "uh"

2. ,Repetition of any generalizatjon--"like that..."'"and so

on..."

3.. : Rap'id speaking rat

4. Voice too soft to e hear.d.

5. Voice too loud for the situation.

. 6. Comme'nts made .under!brea`th.

7. Shaking voice.

8. Shortness of breath.

9. Long pausetfor no reason.

10. Lack of eye contact with audience.

',11. Reading directly from cards.

12. Tapping note cards, pens,"etc. on podium.

13. Twisting note cards in hands.

14. Blushing.

15. Shifting weight from foot to foot.

16. Trembling hands.

17. Wringing hands.

18. Shaking knees

19. Apologizing for the speech.

20. Lack of response to audkence during the -speec

18
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TABLE 2-

MANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ITEMS IN. THE- EVALUATION FORM

(In this form, 1=never or almost never, 2=occasionaly, 3=

somewhat frectuently, 4=frequentlt, Smalways or almost always.

MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

. Use f words--"um," "uh" 1.86. ..657

2. 'Repitit4on of any generalisation 1.42 :Th59

--"like.that'..." "a

Rapid speaking.rate.

d so on..."

A 1.53

Voice too soft to be,heard. 1.84

S. Voice too loud for the situation. 1.05

6. Comments made under breath. 1.14

1-417. Shaking voice.

8. Shortness of breath. 1.30

9. Long pauses for no reason. 1.38

10. Lack of eye contact with audience. 1.69

11. Reading dire.Ctly froM cards. 1.85

12. Tapping note cards, pens, etc. on 1:10,

'podium.

.566

.341

.123
.

.189

.362

.262

.405

.552

. 665.

.167

13- Twisting note cards in hands. 1.12. .223.

14. gBlushing. 1.10

15. Shiftingwefght from foot to foot. 1.71

16. Tremblin ands.

17. Wringing hands.

18. Shaking knees

19. Apologising for the speech.

20. Lack of response to audience

during the speedt.

1.20

1.15

1.07

1.08

1.20

.4

.168

.594

.262

. 303

. 111

.270

.2,43
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. TABLE 3

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN. SEVEN BEHAVIORAL
AND FOUR COMMUNICATION CONTEXTS
OF COMMUNICATION APPREHENSION

Gioup Meeting Dyad

MEASURES

Public Overall
.Voice too rNw .33**/- .Z5** '-17* .24** .31**
soft to be p .0001
heard

0003 .03 .004 .0002

Shakingr'voice .17* .17* .18*
05 .1Z .17 .05 .03

Long pauses for .14" .26** .20* .23**
no, reason .10 .10 .002 .02 .006

° h .

Blushing : 9 9, . 1 0

. 22

( .19*:
.03. 12

.16

.05*

%...

Trembling-fiands :,16* .09 ,-12 . .15
,' '.05.

: 6 .28 .14 .09

ApoIogiOng fOi .12 .09 .22** _14' ..17*
the speech .:14 -24 .01 .:09 .04

Lack of response.06 .14 .18* .18* .17*
to audience .46
during the speech

.08 .03 '.04 .04

20


